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Aftermath of YPG/PKK attack on hospital in Afrin, Syria (20)
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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AFRIN, SYRIA - JUNE 13: An interior view of the damaged hospital after grad missile and artillery shells fired by PKK, (listed as a terrorist organization by Turkey, the U.S. and the EU), and YPG militia, (which Turkey regards as a terror group), on the private Shifa Hospital, in northwestern Syria, killed at least 13 civilian patients and injured more than 27, in Syria's Afrin on June 13, 2021. Zeyn Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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